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If temporal parts are bona fide parts, then it is fitting to clarify and
extend that notion (and related ones) using the resources of a theory of
parts. But it often seems that those engaged in the 3D/4D debate appear
to take for granted that, aside from introducing a welcome measure of rigor
to the discussion, issues regarding theories of parthood can be allowed to
recede into the background. What follows challenges that assumption — I
demonstrate that the nature of the fundamental mereological relation1 can
decisively influence the outcome of the debate over persistence. In short, I
show that if the fundamental mereological relation is proper parthood-at-a-
time then four-dimensionalism is false.2 Recognizing this does at least two
things for us. First, it supplies a framework in which three-dimensionalists
can clarify two things they have tended to say all along, namely that per-
sisting things are ‘wholly present’ throughout their careers and that they do
not have temporal parts. Second, it re-focuses the debate on a narrower and
perhaps more tractable question: “What is the nature of the fundamental
mereological relation?”

∗Thanks to the many who helped shape this, especially John Hawthorne and Ted Sider.
1I follow David Lewis in distinguishing fundamental (i.e., perfectly natural) properties

and relations from disjunctive or otherwise gruesome ones. Lewis would not say that
any time-indexed relation is fundamental, but that is a point on whcih we differ (see for
instance Lewis 1986, pp. 202-204, and Sider 2001, chapter 4, section 6). (For Lewis’s
discussion of natural properties and their uses, see Lewis 1983; 1986, pp. 60-69).

2Four-dimensionalists prefer to construe parthhood as an atemporal relation and not
a time-indexed one, but that is not the contrast I am drawing attention to in this paper.
Four-dimensionalists can articulate their core theses with time-indexed relations, which
will we will see shortly. My argument assumes that parthood relations are time-indexed
and the four-dimensionalists will grant as much for the sake of argument.
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1 The Core Argument

According to four-dimensionalists,3 every persisting thing has an instanta-
neous temporal part at every time it exists, where:

(ITP) x is an instantaneous temporal part of y at t ≡df (i) x
exists only at t, (ii) x is part of y at t and (iii) everything y
overlaps at t also overlaps x at t.4

An instantaneous temporal part of an object at a given time, in other
words, is any instantaneous thing that is part of that object at the time and
exhausts its material content then. Are there any such things?

Suppose we assume that proper parthood-at-t (‘<<t’) is the fundamental
mereological relation, and require that our mereology reflect that by taking
<<t as primitive. And suppose we define parthood-at-t (‘<t’) and overlap-
at-t (‘Ot’) as follows:5

D1. x <t y ≡df x <<t y ∨ x = y (part-at-t)
D2. x Ot y ≡df (∃z)[ z <t x ∧ z <t y ] (overlap-at-t)

Suppose we also include the following axioms governing <<t:

A1. x <<t y ∧ y <<t z ⊃ x <<t z (transitivity)
A2. x <<t y ⊃ ∼ y <<t x (asymmetry)
A3. x <<t y ⊃ (∃z)[ z <<t y ∧ ∼ z Ot x ] (weak supplementation)

Given this theory of parts (hereafter ‘T’), there are no instantaneous
temporal parts. For consider some persisting thing, Long, and Long’s alleged
instantaneous temporal part, Short, at time t. It is easy to show that even
if Short exists, it is not an instantaneous temporal part of Long:

By condition ii of ITP, Short must be part-at-t of Long, which
is to say that Short must be either a proper part-at-t of Long
or be identical to Long (by D1). Since Long persists and Short
does not, the latter is not an option. Nor could Short be a proper
part-at-t of Long, since condition iii of ITP requires that Short
exhaust Long’s material content at t, and that would violate A3.

3Four-dimensionalists differ over the modal status of that claim. Sider 2001 (p. 59) in-
troduces it as a necessary truth, while others take it to be merely contingent (see Haslanger
1994, p. 340; and Lewis 1994, pp. 474-5). I’m with the latter on this. At any rate, what
follows concerns only the non-modal content of the thesis.

4Sider 2001, p. 59; Sider 1997.
5The mereology that follows is adapted from Simons 1987, pp. 25-37.
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But then Short is not a part of Long in any sense allowed by
T, and therefore Short is not an instantaneous temporal part of
Long at t.

The argument generalizes in an obvious way, and so it appears that four-
dimensionalism is false if the fundamental mereological relation is proper
parthood-at-t (even if there are very many instantaneous things).6 I qualify
my conclusion here only because it depends on a particular definition of
‘instantaneous temporal part’, and because there are aspects of T that a
four-dimensionalist might attempt to undermine (A3, for example, which is
not uncontroversial in this context). In the next section, I will examine all
responses to the Core Argument that I am aware of. Once we have surveyed
those responses, we will have a sufficiently compelling case for lifting the
qualification. First, however, I want to consider the Core Argument and T
from the point of view of a three-dimensionalist.

Three-dimensionalists usually deny that persisting things have temporal
parts, saying instead that they are wholly present throughout their careers.
But aside from the denial that things have temporal parts, explications of
‘wholly present’ have tended to appeal to undefined mereological notions
or to metaphor, neither of which is helpful if our aim is to understand what
alternative there is to four-dimensionalism. T can help, for it indicates a gloss
of ‘wholly present’ that appeals only to identity and partood. Call anything
that exhausts the material content of an object at a time t a maximal part
at t of the object (instantaneous temporal parts are maximal parts-at-t that
exist for just an instant). Then we can say that a thing is wholly present
throughout its career just in case it has exactly one maximal part at any
time it exists, namely itself. More carefully:

(WP) x is wholly present throughout its career C ≡df for all t in
C and for all y, y is a maximal part-at-t of x iff y = x.

WP yields a perspicuous interpretation of the three-dimensionalist’s usual
thesis:

(3D) Every persisting thing is wholly present throughout its ca-
reer.7

6The same argument, modulo obvious adjustments, will also demonstrate the non-
existence of non-instantaneous but nontheless proper temporal parts of a thing, since any
temporal part of an object O is part of O while both exist. Definitions of ‘temporal part’
that do not take them to be parts-at-t of persisting things will be considered in the next
section.

7Given my position that 4D is a contingent thesis, so is 3D, but nothing in my argument
depends on that assumption. However, I don’t think the strong version of the thesis is
any more plausible than the strong form of 4D.
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I propose that we take 3D to be three-dimensionalism, and that WP in T
captures all the content in the notion wholly present that is worth preserving.
You may or may not be happy with this way of regimenting the notion, but
I will attempt to motivate my belief that the view it expresses deserves the
name ‘three-dimensionalism’.8

We can see that WP gets something right if we focus on a paradigmatic
case of endurance. Imagine an unchanging, persisting simple (a thing without
proper parts at any time). Suppose also that anything that is a part of the
simple at any time it exists, is a part of it at every time it exists — it is mere-
ologically constant. What qualifies the simple as a paradigmatic endurer? It
cannot be the simple’s mereological constancy, or at least we shouldn’t think
so, since we believe that many mereologically inconstant things endure. Nor
should we think it qualifies due to the simple’s constancy in other respects,
for a similar reason — many persisting things have temporary properties.
Rather, its enduring consists in the fact that its maximal part at each time
it exists is itself. The latter does not rule out the possibility of the simple
changing. For if we allow that the simple can change (and why wouldn’t we),
we have to allow that its maximal part (at any time) can change. There are
other features of the simple that we might focus on in trying to explain what
qualifies it as an endurer (such as that it is multiply located in time). I don’t
say that its being wholly present (my sense) is the only feature that might
qualify it as an endurer, but it is a good one. This is some evidence that my
gloss of ‘wholly present’ at least captures one theme three-dimensionalists
have had in mind.

So far so good. T should be attractive to a three-dimensionalist on the ba-
sis of the Core Argument and the explication it affords us of ‘wholly present’.
However, one might worry that T makes trouble for coinciding objects: where
a lump of clay is made into a statue for some interval of its career, three-
dimensionalists will typically accept the consequence that while both the
statue and the lump exist, there are two material objects occupying pre-
cisely the same region of space.9 A problem might be thought to arise, since
three-dimensionalists also commonly accept a mereological principle accord-
ing to which any objects that share all their parts (at a given time) are
also parts of one another (at that time). Given T, however, that principle

8‘Three-dimensionalism’ is a term of art, and I don’t mean to imply otherwise. But
the cluster of views about persistence that go, or have gone by, that name have more than
the name in common. I am emphasizing some themes in those views and ignoring others.
My hope is that, whatever you call it, the account of persistence that emerges deserves
attention in its own right. For a recent discussion of three-dimensionalism that emphasizes
different themes, see Hawthorne 2006.

9See Burke 1992 for an alternative view.
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would imply that the statue is identical to the lump. That is obviously un-
acceptable. But the commonly accepted principle is neither self-evident nor
a theorem of T, and so we should reject it if T is our theory of parts. In fact,
a three-dimensionalist should reject it anyway, at least if he refuses to rec-
ognize the existence of temporal parts. For given the principle (and setting
aside T, as he would have to if he accepts both coincidence and the result
that the statue and lump are parts of one another while they both exist) it
would be difficult to deny that there are at least some temporal parts — the
statue in the above example would be one.10

T, then, is compatible with coinciding objects. Let’s modify the above ex-
ample involving the statue and lump, supposing that the statue is an instan-
taneous object. We know that the statue is not an instantaneous temporal
part of the lump, by the Core Argument, and we know that both are wholly
present throughout their careers. This points to another distinctive feature
of the three-dimensionalism I am advocating here, namely that it is neutral
about how many short-lived things there are. We may even suppose that at
every instant of the lump’s career it coincides with a different instantaneous
statue. Nevertheless, none of those instantaneous statues is an instantaneous
temporal part of the lump. Despite the fact that the scenario we are imag-
ining looks very much like one in which a four-dimensionalist would posit a
perduring entity, nothing (strictly speaking) perdures in this case, and that
is because the lump does not have instantaneous temporal parts. As noted
above, I will consider various ways in which a four-dimensionalist might at-
tempt to redescribe this and similar cases as exemplifying perdurance, but
it should be plain that with the resources at hand — ITP and T — it is not
the case that the lump perdures. So, three-dimensionalism as I gloss it here
does not take issue with the existence of short-lived things, which is (in my
view) as it should be.

T is a small theory, but it is the largest theory that a three-dimensionalist
can accept without getting into trouble with the Core Argument. Consider
extending T with one further axiom (strong supplementation):

(A4) x and y exist at t ∧ ∼ x <t y ⊃ (∃z)[ z <t x ∧ ∼ z Ot y ]

This principle, as applied to the statue and lump cases discussed above,
entails that the statue is part of the lump whenever both exist, since it is
obvious (on the assumptions we have been making) that the statue has no
parts that fail to overlap the lump whenever both exist (the same points

10See Sider 2001, pp. 64-65, where this is shown for a lump that is made into a statue
for an instant of its career. It is easy to see that the argument can be adapted to the
example we have been considering.
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apply to the lump).11 Thus, adding A4 to T would not allow us to remain
neutral about the existence of short-lived things. While there may be princi-
ples intermediate in strength between A3 and A4 that are not incompatible
with three-dimensionalism, it is clear that we should not admit A4, nor any-
thing that entails it. So, in particular, we should not admit a principle of
unrestricted fusions, since unrestricted fusion in T (as we can show) entails
A4. For the following argument, I assume a fusion principle that is weaker
than unrestricted fusion, but it should be evident that A5 (below) follows
from the unrestricted principle.12

Additional definitions and axioms:

D3. x is a fusion at t of a set S =df (i) every member of S is part
of x at t, and (ii) every part of x at t overlaps at t some member
of S.

A5. For any set S of material objects, and any time t such that
every member of S exists at t, there exists a fusion of S at t.

Suppose that there are two things a and b that exist at a time t but are
not parts of one another at t. Given T, D3, A5 and that a is not part of b at
t, we can show that there must be some part of a at t that fails to overlap b
at t.13

1. There is an object c that is the fusion of {a, b} at t (by A5).
2. Then a <t c ∧ b <t c (by D3).
3. Then b can’t be identical to c, since a <t c but ∼ a <t b.
4. So, b <<t c (by 2, 3 and D1).
5. So, for some d, d <<t c and ∼ b Ot d (A3).
6. Since d <<t c, d <t c (by D1).
7. But then d Ot a or d Ot b (from 1 and D3).
8. So, d Ot a (from 5 and 7).
9. So, for some e, e <t d and e <t a (by D1).
10. So, e is our desired object: e <t a and ∼ e Ot b.

This shows that adding D3 and A5 to T entails A4, and so adding unre-
stricted fusions to T is not something a three-dimensionalist should entertain.
Of course, three-dimensionalists typically don’t endorse unrestricted fusion

11An obvious alternative strategy which I will not pursue here is to posit (perhaps
non-matieral) parts of the statue that fail to overlap the lump.

12If every set, S, has a fusion at any time some member of S exists, then obviously those
sets all of whose members exist at the same time have a fusion (which is what A5 says).

13Thanks to Ted Sider for suggestions that simplified this proof.
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anyway. But the argument also reveals another respect in which T is inhos-
pitable to four-dimensionalism. While four-dimensionalists needn’t endorse
unrestricted fusion, they usually do. They should not accept T, then, since
A4 forces the result that the short-lived object is part of the longer-lived
one while both exist, and the Core Argument shows that that makes four-
dimensionalism incoherent.

T has much to recommend itself to three-dimensionalists (and foes of
four-dimensionalism, generally). It offers a perspicuous gloss of ‘wholly
present’ that is neutral about the number of short-lived things there are,
it is compatible with mereological coincidence, and it is inhospitable to four-
dimensionalism. The fit between T and three-dimensionalism suggests that
T encodes many of the three-dimensionalist’s intuitions about persistence.
In the next section, I will further test these claims.

2 Responses and Replies

Can a four-dimensionalist make his theory of persistence compatible with T?
If that were possible, I would have to give up, or at least significantly weaken,
my claims about proper parthood-at-t, T, WP and 3D. What follows are the
eight strategies that I can think of. I will use the example of the long-lived
lump (‘L’) that is made into a statue (‘S’) for some interval briefer than its
lifetime. Where I need to modify those assumptions, I will do so explicitly;
but assume that any modifications expire with their context.

2.1 Response One

The four-dimensionalist wants to be able to say that S is part of L, but the
definition of part-at-t and A3 imply that if S is part of L at t then S = T.
One option is to replace A3 with the strong supplementation principle, viz.:

(SS) If x and y both exist at t and if x is not part of y at t, then
x has a part at t that does not overlap y at t.

SS entails that S is part of L at t, and since we are supposing that A3
has been jettisoned, we can infer that S is a proper part of L at t. If so,
then S is an instantaneous temporal part of L at t, since proper parts-at-t
are parts-at-t.

The problem with this strategy is that by the same reasoning L is a
proper part of S at t, and that violates the irreflexivity of proper part-at-t
(A2). Thus, we have the strange result, by transitivity, that S is a proper
part of S at t. But proper part-at-t is not a reflexive relation, and so this
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strategy succeeds (insofar as it does) only by replacing the relation that I say
is fundamental with another one.

2.2 Response Two

Suppose the four-dimensionalist recognizes the importance of A3 but recom-
mends the following instead.14

(A3*) If x is a proper part of y at t then y has a part at some t∗

that does not overlap x at t∗.

The analogy to A3 is clear. A3* allows a four-dimensionalist to say that
S is a proper part of L when they both exist, because L exists at time when
S doesn’t. But since every part of S at any time it exists overlaps L at some
time, A3* guarantees that L is not a proper part of S at any time. So, this
strategy avoids the problem faced by the previous suggestion. And since S is
a proper part of L at t, the four-dimensionalist can assert that S is a temporal
part of L at t.

However, the four-dimensionalist does not yet have a way of compelling
anyone to agree with him. He cannot appeal to SS to get the desired result.
By SS, S is part of L at t and L is part of S at t, as we saw above. So, he
needs something like SS*:

(SS*) If x and y both exist at t and x is not part of y at t, then
x has a part at some t∗ that does not overlap y at t∗.

Clearly, A3* and SS* appear to do the work intended. Transitivity and
asymmetry are preserved and the conclusion that S is an instantaneous tem-
poral part of L at t is forced. Moreover, I think proper part-at-t as goverened
by A3* and SS* are more faithful to the four-dimensionalist’s favored con-
ception of mereology — proper part-at-t under those axioms is equivalent to
atemporal proper parthood governed by atemporal versions of A3 and SS. It
should be no surprise, then, that it is possible to express four-dimensionalism
in this language. However, this strategy works only by substituting a relation
that is not the relation I was calling ‘proper part-at-t’, which is immediately
obvious from the fact that they have different extensions.

2.3 Response Three

A3* hardly exhausts the possibilities. Here is a closer analogue that might
be thought to do the job for a four-dimensionalist:

14A3* was suggested to me by Bruce Glymour.
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(A3′) If x is a proper part of y at t then there exists a z that is
a proper part of y at t and z 6= x.15

It appears that a four-dimensionalist can accept something like T — a
mereology with A3′ in place of A3 — and SS*.16 SS* implies that S is part
of L when both exist, but A3′ doesn’t force one to conclude that S and L are
one and the same object, since L has many proper parts (it’s upper half, for
example) distinct from S.

This strategy, however, has the same problem as the strategy that appeals
to A3* — the relation governed by A3′ is not the same relation as the one
governed by A3. Proper parts-at-t of a thing are, in a sense made explicit
by A3, smaller than the things they belong to. It’s true that A3′ specifies
another relation that might exist between one thing and another in which
the first is smaller than the second — ‘temporally smaller than’ — but it is
equally obvious that A3 and A3′ yield relations with different extensions.

There is a further reason the four-dimensionalist should be dissatisfied
with this strategy: given this way of cashing out temporal parthood, it applies
only to non-simples. For, if we suppose that S and L are simples throughout
their lifetimes, S cannot be a proper part of L at any time, since L never has
proper parts distinct from S. So, given this strategy, there is a view available
that resembles four-dimensionalism. According to that view, every persisting
mereologically complex object has an instantaneous temporal part whenever
it exists. But I doubt that view would be attractive to a four-dimensionalist.17

Although I have considered only two analogues of A3, I can think of none
that gets satisfactory results for four-dimensionalism. I think there is no way
out along these lines for the four-dimensionalist.18

2.4 Response Four

The four-dimensionalist could define ‘parthood-at-t’ using the time-indexed
predicate, ‘=t’.

19 The rough idea is that when any x and y share all their
microphysical parts, x =t y.20 He can then define ‘part-at-t’ like this: x <t

15An atemporal analogue of A3′ appears on p. 27 of Simmons 1986.
16He should not entertain SS for the reasons given in Response Two.
17Perhaps the view just described is a third, mixed, view about persistence.
18I think the preceding discussion is good preliminary evidence that A3 is non-negotiable,

and in some way conceptually tied to our concept of proper part. For an interesting
discussion along these lines, see Simons 1987, pp. 112-117.

19This section has benefitted from discussions with a number of people, especially Hud
Hudson, Ned Markosian, Ryan Wasserman and Jason Turner.

20This is not a definition of ‘=t’. The relation, whatever it is, cannot be defined in this
way (if at all), since it would have the consequence that any mereological simples are =t
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y ≡df x <<t y ∨ x =t y. This would allow a four-dimensionalist to say
that proper part-at-t is fundamental, to accept all of A1 – A3 and SS, and
to avoid the conclusion that the four-dimensional worm is identical to the
stage. Moreover, the appeal to ‘=t’ seems to be easily motivated. The form
of three-dimensionalism I advocate already takes all other predicates to be
time-indexed, so why not index this one, too? Why should there be any
exception?

The relation that features in D1, the definition of ‘part-at-t’ in T, is
identity, which I have been thinking of as part of the underlying logic of
which T is an extension. So, on one interpretation of this suggestion, it
challenges an assumption of the underlying logic. That logic, it says, should
make use of time-indexed identity (on grounds of consistency, perhaps). A
second interpretation of the suggestion is that it grants me my underlying
logic and introduces a new primitive ‘=t’, together with some motivation for
it — perhaps that the mereology in which the debate takes place ought not
to make use of identity because identity is the subject of the controversy.

To the second interpretation of this response, I reply that to introduce an
additional mereological primitive is not quite to meet my challenge. It is true
that the resultant mereology (call it ‘T+’) does take ‘proper part-at-t’ as a
primitive. But my thesis is that a mereology that takes ‘proper part-at-t’ as
its sole primitive is inhospitable to four-dimensionalism. The response (on
this interpretation) succeeds only by positing two fundamental mereological
relations.21 Let me emphasize, however, that I don’t think T+ is defective,
and have no direct argument against adopting it. If four-dimensionalism
appeals to you, T+ is there for the taking. (But if we were to argue over the
relative merits of T and T+, and we were to set aside the matter of temporal
parts, I could advocate T on grounds of parsimony. It’s a simpler theory.)

Is T suspect because it makes use of what it is at issue, namely iden-
tity? Both the four-dimensionalist and I take persistence and parthood to
be intimately related, and we both think that identity features in an ac-
count of persistence (at least this is so for the standard four-dimensionalist).
Since we have different views, it shouldn’t be much of a surprise if iden-
tity featured in them in different ways. In my view, identity’s role in a
theory of persistence is precisely the role T gives it — the only thing that
exhausts my material content now is my largest part at the present, namely
me. Moreover, I believe that T captures many of the core intuitions that
have motivated three-dimensionalists to say the things they say. Nor does

to one another if they both exist at t.
21One might maintain that proper part-at-t is nonetheless the fundamental relation, or

(treating fundamentality as coming in degrees) the more fundamental of the two, but I’m
not sure how this could be motivated.
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allowing T as a hypothesis rule out four-dimensionalism, even if I’m right
that T is inhospitable to four-dimensionalism. That is, my thesis is not that
if the four-dimensionalist cannot articulate his view in T, his view is false.
Other merelogies will be suitable for him. That said, one still might want
to know whether or not there is a neutral language in which to conduct the
debate, and there is. In the next response, I discuss a mereology I call ‘F’.
FD1 – FA3 is neutral between three- and four-dimensionalism. Against that
background, 3D is a substantive hypothesis about persistence. I have no
objection to this approach and think it is worth exploring, but it is not the
one I’m exploring here.

That leaves the first interpretation of this response, which challenges the
underlying logic. This is an issue I’m not able to address properly here,
but I’ll say this. I’ve been assuming a conservative stance on identity, and
I thought the four-dimensionalist would be happy to follow me in doing so.
If it turns out that he isn’t, then I’ve overestimated what I can presuppose.
As a three-dimensionalist, I suppose that the predicates of first order logic
have a slot for times, which is a strategy (one of several, to be sure) that I
adopt in order to remain conservative about identity. For example, I think
that when people say things that might be paraphrased, “The arm that was
bent a moment ago is now straight,” the best interpretation of what they
say is that the arm that was bent a moment ago = the arm that is now
straight. I also think that identity is genuinely topic-neutral — in particular,
I don’t think we use one relation when talking about numbers and sets and a
different one when talking about physical objects. If the four-dimensionalist
wants to revise the logic that allows me to say those things, then we have a
disagreement that I hadn’t anticipated.

2.5 Response Five

The four-dimensionalist can give an alternative temporal mereology, and this
is not hard to do. He can take ‘<t’ as primitive, defining ‘proper parthood-
at-t’ and ‘overlap-at-t’, and adding comparable axioms:22

Mereology F:

FD1. x <<t y ≡ x <t y∧ ∼ y <t x

FD2. xOty ≡ (∃z)[z <t x ∧ z <t y]

FA1. x <t y ∧ y <t z ⊃ x <t z

FA3. x <<t y ⊃ (∃z)[z <<t y∧ ∼ xOtz]

22He can take any of the other mereological predicates as his primitive, if he prefers.
The result will be the same.
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Adding SS to this axiom set does not yield the difficulties of the previous
system, for it is left open whether any x and y are identical. Moreover, it
follows from FA1 – FA3 and SS that S is a part of L at any time they both
exist. Therefore, assuming S is an instanteous object, S is an instantaneous
temporal part of L when S exists.

However, this is not the mereology my three-dimensionalist accepts, for
this mereology rejects the assumption that proper parthood-at-a-time is the
fundamental relation. A retreat of this kind vindicates my thesis. Perhaps
the four-dimensionalist will deny that this strategy rejects the fundamentality
of proper parthood, for he defines ‘parthood-at-t’, in terms of atemporal
parthood, and defines that in turn in terms of atemporal proper parthood, his
primitive. However, atemporal proper parthood is not logically equivalent to
proper parthood-at-t. For consider the instantaneous statue, S, in the history
of a longer-lived L: S is an atemporal proper part of L, but it obviously is
not a proper part of L at the time they both exist. If the four-dimensionalist
adopts a temporal mereology that takes parthood-at-t as its primitive, he
makes a claim about the fundamental mereological relation that my three-
dimensionalist rejects.

2.6 Response Six

The problem for four-dimensionalists derives from the definition, D1, of
‘parthood-at-t’, which has identity in its second disjunct. If there were some
way to define ‘parthood-at-t’ and ‘overlap-at-t’ without appealing to identity,
the argument would collapse. Suppose, then, that the four-dimensionalist
were to take D1 not as a definition of ’parthood-at-t‘, but as the definition
of an intermediate parthood relation, call it ‘parthood-at-t*’ (‘ <∗t ’):23

(D1*) x <∗t y ≡df x <<t y ∨ x = y

Adding to this an intermediate overlap relation:

(D2*) xO∗t y ≡df (∃z)[ z <∗t x ∧ z <∗t y ]

From D1* and D2*, we can define the following relation, which we suppose
is the four-dimensionalists proposal for parthood-at-t simpliciter.

(D3*) x <t y ≡df ∼ (∃z)[ z <∗t x∧ ∼ zO∗t y ]

23This strategy was suggested to me by Sider.
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This strategy looks promising, for it does take ‘proper parthood-at-t’ as
its primitive and gets the result that S is a part-at-t of L, since nothing thats
a part*-at-t of S fails to overlap*-at-t L. However, this strategy will have
difficulty with another case of the same sort. Among the things that are
alleged to have temporal parts whenever they exist are mereological simples.
Suppose, then, that S and L are simples. Since simples have no proper parts
at any time, it would follow that S is identical to L. For S is a part*-at-t of
L and so must overlap* L at t. But if so, S is either a proper part of L at
t or is identical to L. Therefore, this strategy also requires the rejection of
A3 and some of A1 – A2, since unless S is a proper part-at-t of L, it is, by
these definitions, either no part-at-t of L or identical to L. This version of
Response Five, therefore, reduces to Response One.

Suppose we try this definition of ‘parthood-at-t’:24

x <t y ≡df x <<t y ∨ (∀z)[ x <<t z ≡ y <<t z ]

On this definition of ‘parthood-at-t’, S turns out to be part of L at the
time both exist, but this has no consequences of the kind I’ve been relying
on, since identity does not appear in the definitions of this mereology.

However, a four-dimensionalism constructed on this mereology will not be
adequate, for consider a world whose only inhabitants are two mereological
atoms separated in space at some time. By the present definition, each would
be part of the other, no matter how widely scattered they were, since in a
world in which they are the only inhabitants, they are proper parts of all the
same things. Whatever it means to for one thing to be part of another, it
should not have that consequence.

Though I can’t prove it, it is hard to see how any strategy that takes
‘proper parthood-at-t’ as primitive and allows identity into the definitions of
mereological predicates can avoid the problem of the first suggestion above.
Moreover, I cannot see any way to define adequate notions of ‘parthood-at-
t’ without using identity that will not suffer from a defect like that of the
preceding paragraph. If this is right, there is serious pressure on the four-
dimensionalist to deny that the fundamental mereological relation is proper
parthood-at-t.

2.7 Response Seven

Another sort of strategy that a four-dimensionalist might employ at this stage
of the argument is to stick with A1 – A3, stopping short of SS along with
the three-dimensionalist, and attempt to redefine ‘instantaneous temporal

24This was suggested to me by Kit Fine.
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part’.25 This is somewhat artificial, since the four-dimensionalist will want
to endorse SS. However, we can suppose that in this context he suspends
his full view (he is already doing that), hiping to argue that even without
SS, S is an instantaneous temporal part of L at the time both exist. Since
I deny that S is a part-at-t L, perhaps the four-dimensionalist should drop
that condition from ITP.

(ITP2) x is an instantaneous temporal part of y at t ≡df (i) x
exists at but only at t and (ii) (∀z)[ xOtz ≡ yOtz ]26

There are two points to make about this approach to defining instanta-
neous temporal part. First, I cannot object to it, since what it says is that
when two things are materially coincident at a time, and one of them is in-
stantaneous, the latter is an instantaneous temporal part of the other. So, I
don’t object to the existence of temporal parts in this sense. Nor do I object
to the existence of instantaneous objects, in general. So, if this is what the
four-dimensionalist says that instantaneous temporal parts are, then I admit
there may well be some. Moreover, if he goes on to define a notion of tem-
poral parthood for non-instantaneous things in the same way, then I grant
that there are temporal parts.

Second, however, ITP2 cannot suffice as a definition of instantaneous
temporal part that would be serviceable to four-dimensionalism as given by
4D. The reason is that, given ITP2, persisting things without proper parts
at any times won’t have instantaneous temporal parts when they exist (for
if simple a overlaps at some time everything that simple b overlaps at that
time, then it would follow that a and b are parts of one another at that time).

So, while I have to grant that temporal parts in the indicated sense exist,
they are innocuous. Nor do they undermine my thesis that if proper part-at-t
is basic, then four-dimensionalism is false.

2.8 Response Eight

(4D) contains mereological conditions, and the point of the foregoing has been
to show that there are fundamental mereological disagreements standing be-
tween the three- and four-dimensionalist. Perhaps the four-dimensionalist

25These suggestions are due to Sider
26Dropping the original second condition from ITP requires a slight strengthening of

the original condition (iii). The original (iii) said only that everything y overlaps at t also
overlaps x at t. The original condition (ii) implied the converse, and so x could not be
mereologically larger than y. Since dropping the original (ii) removes that guarantee, we
must build it into condition (ii) of ITP2.
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can avoid the issue entirely by giving a non-mereological version of his the-
sis. The picture that the four-dimensionalist has is that persisting objects
are “stacks” of instantaneous things distributed through and filling regions
of space-time, and perhaps that is all he should insist on with the three-
dimensionalist. Suppose, then, that the four-dimensionalist were to cash out
that picture as follows. Let’s represent regions of space-time as sets of or-
dered pairs of times and spatial points, and say that a region, R, is ‘filled’
just in case for each pair, < t, p > in R, something or other occupies p at t.27

Then the four-dimensionalist could say this:

(4D*) For any filled region of space-time R and any time t in R,
there is an object x that exists at but only at t, and for any p
such that < t, p > is in R, x exists at < t, p >

4D* is weak indeed, and I don’t think a three-dimensionalist should worry
about it. Take a simple case – a world populated by an atom a that exists
at only two times, t1 and t2. At this small world, something persists, since
a exists at more than one time. If 4D* is also true at this world, there are
also two instantaneous things: b, which exists at but only at t1, and c, which
exists at but only at t2 (occupying the same place as a at each respective
time). However, without any additional claim about the relation standing
between a and b at t1, and between a and c at t2, I can’t see why a three-
dimensionalist should feel threatened. Notice, in particular, that without
some further claims about the relations between a, b, and c at the times
they exist, it might also be true at this world that any part of a at any time
is part of a at every time it exists – that is to say, these three things are
consistent: something persists, 4D*, and mereological eternalism. Therefore,
4D* cannot capture what four-dimensionalists believe any better than the
other proposals considered above.

3 Conclusion

I can think of no other responses to the Core Argument, and so I conclude
that if proper part-at-t is the fundamental mereological relation then four-
dimensionalism is false. The natural next question is whether or not there is
some reason to believe that proper part-at-t is the fundamental mereological
relation, but I will have to leave that question for another occasion.

27I’m note sure how one would define occupancy, but we should worry about that only
if the proposal has a chance of success. I don’t believe it does.
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